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pachá
Person who has command and power.  A wealthy character who lives with many amenities.

pacheca
Female pacheco .  In Mexico marihuanero, person who smokes marijuana.  Addicted to marijuana. 

pachi
Nickname of a Spanish politician named Manuel Vázquez Fernández.  Pachi Vázquez was mayor of Carballino.

pachicleta
In Mexico it is a type of sweet of several layers and with a chewing gum or chewing gum inside.  They exist in several
flavors and have a stick.  It is similar to what in Colombia we call bombombun.  Chocolate, columbine, shoulder. 

pachita
Diminutive of pacha, Gata.  It is one of the common names that give the Mexico the guacharaca, chachalaca or pava
(galliforme ave).  It is also called curassow, curassow, hen mount or pajuol.  Its scientific name is Penelopina nigra and
belongs to the family Cracidae.

pachito
In Colombia is a colloquial way of calling kittens, kittens. Call to Francisco Pacho family way.

pachitos
Plural of Pachito.  In Colombia it is a colloquial way of calling kittens, Minis.  Familiar way of calling men of the name
Francisco or Pacho.

pacho
In Colombia is a municipality in the Department of Cundinamarca.  Family way call Francisco.

pachol
In Mexico is a kind of thin pancake that is roasted or toasted.  When eaten it is crispy and can be filled with coconut,
beans, sweet potato or pork rinds.  Also called totoposte or totopotza.

pachola
In Mexico it is also called metate, pacholi, scraped or guadalupana steak.  It is a steak made with a thin layer of ground
meat which is roasted or fried on a metate.  The pachola is accompanied with beans and mashed potatoes.

pachona
It is a type of dog used in hunting.  It has a large mouth and a square snout.  Hairy or hairy dog. 

pachoncito
Pachoncito in Mexico means soft and cushioned. In Colombia it means loose, lazy, sluggish, skinny, anemic, weak and
powerless. It is also the diminutive of Pachon, which in Colombia is a surname.



pachorra
In Colombia, in a colloquial way mean parsimony, slow, calm, tranquility, phlegm, cachaça.  noises, frugality,
temperance.

pachón
It is a type of dog used in hunting.  It has a large mouth and a square snout.  Hairy or hairy dog.  In Central America it's
a way to call it a reusable plastic bottle.  In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a Colombian cyclist
named Alvaro Pachón Morales. 

pachuca
It is the name of a Mexican city of the State of Hidalgo.  Football team from the same city.  In Bogota, it is a cachaco
term that means boring, fed up, jarta, tired, annoying, cloying.

pachuco
It means ugly, unsowell looking, poorly dressed.  It also means conceited, vain, proud.  Name given in the southern
United States to the person of Latino origin who defends their language and his customs.

pachuda
In Central America, it is shaped like a bottle or mommy.  Large plastic bottle that is used as a bottle or theother in
animals or babies.  This term is mostly used in El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala. 

pachuecu
It is one of the names of a dialect spoken in northern Spain, especially in the Comarca de Senabria.  It is also called
senabrés, machuecu or sanabrés. 

pachuli
In Colombia is a way of referring to a perfume of poor quality or very extravagant.  Essential oil of very intense smell.  It
is also the name of a plant native to India, which in Tamil language means fragrant green leaf.  Its scientific name is
Pogostemon cablin and belongs to the Laminaceae family.

paciencia
Quality very scarce today.  It means tolerance, resignation, docility, conformity, condescension, passivity, stamina,
condescension.

pacito
In Colombia the correct term is pasito, with s.  Step diminutive.  It means soft, gently, calm.  It also means quietly or
silently, without making noise (and in this case could be accepted with c, as a derivative of peace, calm, silence) . 
Name of a Colombian bamboo by Rafael Godoy.

packs
It is a word of the English language which means packages, bales, bags, suitcases.

packu
packu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pacu" being its meaning:<br>Packu or simply Pacu, is one of the
names that referred to a fish's scientific name Colossoma mitrei or Colossoma macroporum, who are also called



Cachama, grouper or tambaquis, pez chato, Berry, mandua. These fish of the family Characidae are characterized by
having teeth very complete and sharp, so it also told cortabolas. They can be grown in ponds and their diet can be
vegetarian.

paco
Familiar and colloquial way call Francisco Pancho.

pacochi
pacochi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pacochis" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Pacochis and it is
indeed a dance typical of the Region of San Pedro of Achacachi, in Bolivia. They are as in Colombia the Macheteros in
the coffee area, but they are dancers dressed as or with masks and blonde wigs. They have many bells in his disguise
and used machetes or large knives. Also you could say them Matachines.

pacotero
A person who joins a party abusively without having been invited.  That belongs or joins the pacota. 

pacotilla
You want to say that it lacks completely of value and significance.  That it lacks quality.  Merchandise carrying a sailor
without paying for transport.  Devalued devalued, insignificant, discredited.

pacoyuyu
In Chile and Peru it is the common name of a plant.  Also known as pajarito, mercurial, huasca or guasca.  Name of a
plant, whose leaves are added to the popular ajiaco.  Its scientific name is Galinsoga parviflora, from the Asteraseae
family. 

pacón
Pacún is also used.  It is one of the common names for a tree in Honduras, Guatemala, and Salvador.  In Venezuela
and some parts of Colombia it is known as paraparo or jabonero.  Name given to the seeds of this same tree, also
known as parapara, soap bead tree, soap bead tree, soap nut tree, bobbins, soap, soap maker, para-para, amole,
chambimbe, jaboncilal, choloque, palo soap, prickly pear.  Its scientific name is Sapindus saponaria and it belongs to the
family Sapindaceae. 

pacta sunt servanda
It is a Latin phrase used in law and means "the agreed obligation" or "what is agreed must be fulfilled".

pactar
It is the action of establishing favourable conditions for those involved.  In Colombia, we use several synonyms: agree,
agree, arrange, allying, understand, engage, treat.

pacuso
Smelly, person who smells very bad.  Person who hurts the devil.

pacuy
It is one of the common names that give the carob-tree, a tree of the Fabaceae family in Mexico and whose scientific
name is Hymenaea courbaril.  It has many other common names: pakai, nere, cuapinol, guapinol (Mexico), Jatobá or



jatoba, jatayva in guarani, commercialization (Bolivia), or carob (Puerto Rico, Panama, Venezuela and Colombia).

pacú
It is the name of a fish in Colombia, something similar to piranha, but larger, Its meat is exquisite.  It receives other
common names: cherna, tambaquí, pacú negro, cachama.  Its scientific name is Colossoma macroporum (for the black
cachama) and Piaractus brachypomus (the red cachama), they also call it pirapitinga.  It belongs to the family
Characidae.  It can be grown in ponds.  

padania
Padana Plain, Po River Plain, Northern Italy Geographical Region. 

padawan
Fictional character from Star Wars.  He is an apprentice of Jedi.   Very destructive lightsaber that looks like a sword. 

paddy
It is an English word which means rice field.  Paddy field (Rice field).  Also rice threshing or peeling.  Bad temper
tantrum, temper tantrum.

padecimiento
It means wrong that it affects someone.  Who suffers or suffers.  Illness, ailment, indisposition, wrong, achaque,
condition, discomfort, suffering. 

padentrano
It means city, accustomed to the customs of the city.  It is the name of a social record of Jorge Marziali.

padiola
In ancient times it was a wagon or wheelbarrow in which manure was transported.  It can also mean stretcher, walks or
parihuela.

pado
In Montevideo and Uruguay it is the acronym for a Program of High Operational Dedication.  It is a police patrol system
in areas where there is the greatest occurrence of crimes. 

padre helicóptero
Type of parent who only manifests himself to his children sporadically or occasionally.  Father of little contact with his
children.  Father who only sees his children occasionally. 

padrecito
Diminutive of father. Affectionate way to refer to a priest or priest. Good, Nice or pretty, when referring to an object.

padrecitos
Plural of father.  Diminutive of father.  Colloquial name given to the priests, curates or seminarians.  In Mexico there are
worms or edible caterpillars.



padres
It can mean parents, Patriarchs, predecessors, parents, ancestors, stallions, priests, clergymen, priests.  Plural of father.
 It can also mean inventors, creators, manufacturers.

padua
Name of an Italian City and a Province in the Veneto Region.  In Italian it is called Padova .  Name of a locality in
Colombia, which belongs to the Department of Tolima, in the municipality of Herbeo and located on the ascent to Alto de
Letras . 

paduacán
Name of a type of vessel of Malay origin.  It usually had two or three masts. 

padzito
In Mexico is a kind of sweet tamales with raisins.  Tamale of delicacy.  It is similar to what in Colombia known as
homefront.  It is also called padzi or patzi.

pae
In Colombia it is the acronym of the School Feeding Program.  Father, Dad. 

pafuri
It is the name of a river in South Africa.  Name of an asteroid, after the South African River (1032).  Name of a Safari
Camp in Kruger National Park on the banks of the Luvhuvhu River, in South Africa. 

pagafantas
Ilusa person in love, Who easily falls in love with people who just want friendship.  Person who makes frequent
invitations to another in the spirit of conquest.  The term is formed from the words pays (inflection to pay) and Fanta, a
brand of soft drinks popular in Colombia (gaseosa). 

paganismo
A religious system in which several gods or idols are worshipped. 

paganos
Pagan plural .  It means idolatr, gentle.  They believe in many gods, in fetishes, in idols or in superstitions.  Those who
practice paganism.

pagar cana
It is a very colloquial term used to mean being in prison, serving a sentence for committing a crime in Colombia.

pagarra
It's a surname in Indonesia.  It is the surname of the Police Commander in South Swlawesi, named Halim Pagarra.  He
has also been Commander in Jakarta.   He's one of the highest-ranking officers in that country.

pago en especias
Payment in kind or payment in kind to say that it is a payment that is not in money or currency but bull product or



services.

pagoda
It is one of the common names given in Colombia also known as rodamonte, pig, tibar tree.  The scientific name is
Escallonia myrtilloides of the Escalloniaceae family.  Structure of Eastern architecture dedicated to worship and
meditation, is usually several levels.  Stupa.

pahua
It is one of the common names of a variety of wild avocado.  It is also called in Central America chinini , pagua , coyo ,
coyocté , kiyo , kiyau , chucte , chaucte , shucte , kotyó ( Guatemala ), yas in Costa Rica , aguacatón ( Panama and
Colombia ).  It belongs to the genus Persea and the Lauraceae family.  Its scientific name is Persea schiedeana. 

pai
Pai is incorrectly written, and should be written as PAI.  being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a program of the Bogota
Health Secretary, called expanded programme on immunizations, PAI, to vaccinate children and older adults.

paica
In Argentina in popular language it means woman.  In Bolivia it means girl, young woman, girl.  In Ecuador it is the same
as rubber , arrow, slingshot or fork.  The word is of Quechua origin and means fork, fork. 

paiche
It is one of the common names given in Iquitos and the Peruvian Amazon to the largest freshwater fish in the Amazon
basin.  It is also called arapaima or pyrarucú.  It's exquisite meat.  Its scientific name is Arapaima gigas and belongs to
the family Arapimidae .

paico
It is one of the common names of a very aromatic plant that is used as a seasoning and has medicinal uses as a
purgative.  It is also called epazote, acahualillo, holy grass, weed, ragweed or milpa tea.  Its scientific name is
Dysphania ambrosioides and belongs to the Amaranthaceae family.  The word is of Quechua origin ( payqu ) and
means that it smells ugly.

paijan
It is the name of a city and a district in the province of Ascope (Department of La Libertad) in Peru.  It is a complete
archaeological.  It is to the North of Peru.

paila
Bit of kitchen to prepare food.  In Colombia it means pot, Pan, pot, Pan, casserole.  Also in colloquial way means
defeated, overcome, overwhelmed, in pot, scour, bare, without five, without money.  Name of a river in the Department
of the Valley.

paila mocha
In Colombia it is a very colloquial way of referring to hell.  Averno.  boratro, erebo.  Kingdom of demon or evil.  In our
popular culture it resembles a gigantic cauldron full of lava and pouring out through its fissures incandescent lava.

pailar



Pailar is different to alleviate.  Remedy is calming, mitigate, soften, relieve. Pailar is to mix, stir or shake a usually very
hot in a paila.  Thicken. In Colombia used the term paila in Street Slang to say friquis, no resources, no money in the
pot.  And it has become common to use a verb Pailar, to denote let without resources, without a budget, removing the
financial support.

pailitas
It is the name of a Colombian municipality located in the Department of Cesar.  It borders with Pelaya, Chimichagua,
Tamalameque.

paintbrush
It is an English word meaning brush, brush, paint brush. 

paipa
In Colombia it is the name of a municipality of the Department of Boyacá.  It is famous for its band festival, Lake
Sochagota and its hot springs.  It belongs to the Province of Tundama.  In Muisca language means Great Lord,
Protector.

paipai
It is the name of a Yuman tribe and their own language.  They are reduced to only two municipalities: Ensenada and
Tecate.  Already there are very few individuals and is dedicated to livestock and handicrafts ixtle.

paipazo
In Colombia, colloquial way it means go ride to Paipa.  Reference is specifically made to go and bathe in the hot springs
of that city.

paisajista
Person who has the ability to paint landscapes.  It is also a person who designs natural environments in any
construction.  Architect specialized in outdoor design.   Person who admires landscapes and likes to photograph them.

paisano
In Colombia means coterraneo, countryman, person who is originally from the same city, nation or our region.  It also
means village, small town, peasant.  person of a small town or the field.

paja
In Colombia it means grass, grass or dry grass, leaves of dry Palm, stubble, WISP, forage, straw, straw, litter, broza,
excess, accessory, talk, cart, cannula, faucet, key, pen, Quill.  In Argentina and Colombia is a vulgar way to refer to
masturbation.

paja de burro
It is the common name for some 25 species of grassy plants in the family Poaceae.  It is also known as red grass, fox
tail, red straw, fox tail. The genus name of these plants is Alopecurus, from the Greek roots alopes (fox) and ourus (tail),
which defines that : foxtail.  It is also called foxtail, donkey straw, toad or man beards to another genus of the same
family Poaceae, which is the Andropogon, also called Schizachyrium.

paja de burro o rabo de zorro



They are two of the common names of some 25 species of grass plants in the family Poaceae.  They are also known as
red grass, red straw, foxtail.  The genus name of these plants is Alopecurus, from the Greek roots alopes (fox) and
ourus (tail), which defines that : foxtail.  It is also called foxtail and donkey straw, toad or man beards to another genus of
plants of the same family Poaceae, which is the Andropogon, also called Schizachyrium.  They are considered a weed
and the hard consistency of their branches causes harm to the animals that eat it.

pajarear
In Colombia was a way to call murders that were made in the forest, waiting for the victim in a bend of the road.  RAID,
ambush.  It was also called pavear.  Hunting birds with cauchera or arrow.  Live distracted, elevated position.  Scaring
birds from a crop.

pajarera
Place where they sell birds and cages.  It means festive and cheerful, boisterous.  It also means scary.  Bird breeder . 
Very large cage.  Referring to a fabric, it means many colors and garish.  Colorful.  Name of a Shopping Center in
downtown Bogotá. 

pajarero
In Colombia it is called a birdman a horse that is easily frightened with other animals (especially birds) along the way. 
Scary, nervous.  Person who sells birds or raises them.  Relative to birds.  Who eats birds.

pajareta
It's a way of calling butterflies and moths.  It is also a way of calling a wall or wall made of stone and of low height. 
Diminutive and derogatory of bird.  In some parts of Spain it is also called mosquera, escalabradura, portillo or pajareta
to a small window or window through which hay or straw is entered to the stable or carts. 

pajarés
The correct term is haystacks, without tilde.  Plural haystack.  Places where straw abounds.  There's a chance they'll ask
for promissory notes.  In this case it is the plural of promissory note, which is a document that guarantees the payment
of a contracted debt. 

pajarillo
In Colombia and in particular is the Eastern Plains is the name of a rhythm of lively music.  It is also the name of a song
llanera whose composer is Nelson Laya.  Name of a romantic ballad.  Diminutive of bird.  Viscera.

pajarito
It is the name of a municipality in the Department of Boyaca, located on the road to Aguazul, Casanare in Colombia.  It
is the name of a parasitic plant very invasive in fruit trees, spread by birds.  Diminutive of bird.

pajaro
The correct term is bird, with tilde.  In Colombia it is a coastal surname.  It is also a common way to call a songbird. 

pajaro sinsonte
It is the same white Mirla or Paraulata. It is a common bird of beautiful singing. Its scientific name is pampering
polyglottos. Mockingbird.



pajaros
Plural bird.  It means bird.  Passerine animal.  In Colombia it was a name given to an illegal armed group or type of
guerrilla and partisan crime many years ago.  They were of conservative affiliation and performed mostly in the North
valley and ancient Caldas.  It was almost always made up of peasants.  It was very similar to the chulavitas' actions,
although these were generally conservative Policemen of Cundinamarca and Boyacá.

pajarraco
In a way of referring to a large bird and unsightly.  Avechucho.  Nasty bird.

paje
It means server , helper .  Young man willing to serve the lord or gentleman, as a company, collaborator or also waiter. 
Child accompanying the bride in the wedding ceremony. 

pajera
It is the box or container where the straws are removed.  Skinny 40 provider; In Colombia straws to suck liquids, straws,
not cigarettes ).

pajibaye
It is one of the many common names that chontaduro palm receives.  It is also called pejibaye, pupuña, pipire, pijuayo,
pixbae, chontaduro, cachipay, pifá, pibá, chima or tembe.  Its scientific name is Bactris gasipaes and belongs to the
family Arecaceae.  It is also the name of a locality in Peru.

pajillas
Plural of straw .  Diminutive of straw .  It means small straw, straw or cigarette.  Faucet or small cannula. 

pajita
Language of the serpent.  It is also synonymous with skinny, saltines, or straw.  Diminutive of straw.

pajonal
Place where the straw abounds.  Place where grasses of very long taped leaves abound.  Place where there is a lot of
straw or grass of long leaves.  Place where there are many herbs.  Herbazal.

pajos
pajos is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Pajos; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Pajos is a
surname.  Roberth Pajos is the new President of Ericcson ( Multinational Swedish ) for Latin America.

pajón
It is a type of grass plant that makes up the pajonales, typical of the Andina Tundra.  It is also called straw or ichu.  In
Colombia it is the surname of the world queen of BMX ( Mariana Pajón).

pajudo
In Colombia it means talkative, blissful, eloquent or also a liar.  Person who talks a lot.  Let him speak straw or wagon. 
We also say titled.  It lacks credibility.



pajuelazo
In Colombia, it has two meanings. Both are somewhat vulgar: the first is a vulgar way of saying artificial insemination in
animals, especially with horses or cattle. The other refers to masturbation.

pajuerano
It is the name of an instrumental Tango of Elifio Jaime.  The word in the South American Southern Cone is equivalent to
peasant, rural, unfamiliar city customs.

pajuo
In Colombia and colloquially, person who speaks a lot and usually many lies.  Pajudo, liar, talker, cuentero.

pajuro
It is one of the common names given to a legume tree with very nutritious fruits.  Its scientific name is Erythrina edulis.  It
belongs to the Fabaceae family.  It is also known by the names of nopa, mompás, chachafruto, bucare mompás, sacha
bean, mompás bean, pisonay, balsui, baluy, balú, hemp, or porotón. 

pajúo
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia pajúo or pajudo means liar, liar, talker, title.

pak choi
It is a variety of cabbage originating from china and culinary use.  It is also called Bok choy.  Its scientific name is
Brassica rapa chinensis variety.  belongs to the family Brassicaceae.

pakary
pakary is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Paqariy" as meaning:<br>Pakary or better still Paqariy is a word
in quechua language, which means birth appear, create, originate.

pakilistli
It is a word of the Nahuatl language, meaning joy, joy, happiness, pleasure, pleasure. 

pakistán
In Perso and Urdú it means territory of the pure, place of the pure, country of the pure.  is the name of a south central
Asian country, supposing its capital Islamabad and its most populous city Karachi. 

palabra chui
It is the name of the most northern municipality of Brazil, is located at the southern end of the State of Rio Grande do
Sul. Nearby is a town called Chy belonging to Uruguay. It is the name of the river which marks the boundary between
Uruguay and Brazil.

palabra guaremate
Messenger, Messenger, person who makes inquiries or takes messages. In Colombia we say skating.

palabra jovis
It was another way of calling Iuppiter or Jupiter.  It is a Latin word meaning Jupiter.  Latin name for a Roman god and



planet.  It was also called Iuppiter, Jove or Jupiter. 

palabra lexico
The correct term is vocabulary (with accent).  It means vocabulary, language, set of words that we use to communicate. 
Voices, idiom, lexicon, terminology, glossary.

palabras agudas
The sharp words are words that carry the accent on the last syllable. The words are to be pronounced with best voice in
its final.

palabras de tarahumara a español
They are obviously talking about a dictionary to translate from one language to another. Tarahumara is a Mexican
ancestral village, located in what today is Chihuahua, in the Sierra Madre Occidental. Also known as Raramuris, known
as the " a runners foot " or " 34 winged feet; by his habit of running barefoot.

palabras homofonas
The correct term is homophonous words, with always tilde.  They are words that sound the same but have different
meaning.

palabrero
Words set loose, dictionary.  In Colombia, especially in culture Wayu is a mediator or broker, responsible for resolving
disputes between them.  Authority Wayu.  Talkative, loquacious.

palabrota
It is an augmentative of Word, it means foul Word, rudeness, vulgarity, insult, garlic, blasphemy.

palabrotas
Plural of swearing .  It means insults, vulgarities, rudeness, soeces words, vulgar words.  Swear, it's an augmentative
word.  It means word soez, rudeness, vulgarity, insult, garlic, blasphemy. 

palache
It is a Sephardic surname, also there is Pallache, Pallacci and palaces.  In Mexico it also means Turkey, northern
Turkey, chompipe, guanajo, cocono, Turkey, gallopavo, pisco or Wild Turkey.  It is a bird in the family Phasianidae.  Its
scientific name is Meleagris gallopavo.

palacios
Plural of palace .  Buildings where kings, rulers or noble people live.  It is a surname of Spanish origin, more exactly
Basque, from the Carranza Valley.   Last name of Colombian footballer, named Helibelton Palacios .  Second surname
of our Liberator Simón Bolívar (Simón José Antonio de la Santísima Trinidad Bolívar Palacios). 

palada
Amount of material that fits in a shovel.  Unit of measurement for building materials used by master builders.  Contents
of a shovel . 



paladines
Plural of paladin .  It means hero, champion, defender, standard-bearer, warrior.  Heroes, warriors, flag bearers,
defenders, champions. 

paladín
Person that he is characterized as a defender of their beliefs or thinking hard.  Knight, hero, champion, champion,
Warrior, hero.

palafito
It is a type of housing that is built on a platform supported by stilts, stakes or stilts.  Housing that is built on bodies of
water (rivers, lakes, swamps, sea).   In Colombia there are many parts (San Marín de Pajarales, La Mojana , Puerto
America , Santa Cruz del Islote , many more parts).  They usually provide a very precarious way of life to their
inhabitants.

palafrane
It is more indicated to use palafrén .  It is the name given to a very meek horse, usually used as a saddle for ladies or
children.  Smooth and slow-passing horse.

palafrenero
A person who is in charge in a stable hold an animal by the brake, while the rider mounts.

palafrén
It is used to describe a gentle, especially for children or ladies horse.  Mount, horse, horse, horse, jaca.

palangana
Usually glazed flat container that is used for the washing of hands.  In the Colombia basin, Ewer.  basin, Bowl, basin,
bucket, Plato.

palanquera
Name given to a wooden fence.  Talanquera .  Relative to lever .  That manipulates or operates a lever (also called a
crane or boom). 

palanqueta
It is a bar or thick iron sheet which is used as a lever, rod of iron that was used in artillery rather than bullets.  In essence
were two bullets connected by a bar.  In Mexico is a kind of sweet in candy-bar, usually with coconut, walnut, amaranth
or especially peanut butter.

palatina
It means relating to the palate.  Vault of the oral cavity.  Also concerning to Palace: is Court, court noble, Royal Court,
Palace family environment of the King.  The name of the Vatican Guard (Guardia Palatina).

palax
It is a frequent name of restaurants in Mexico, especially in Monterrey.  The word is of Nahuatl origin and can mean
posta, food or palace. 



palazzo
It's a kind of ladies' clothing.  It is essentially a trouser with very wide sleeves that appear to be a skirt.  The word
palazzo in Italian language means palace. 

palco
High and privileged site to watch theater performances or sporting events.  Balcony, locality, seat, compartment, section.

palenquerita
Palanquera girl.  Born or resident in Palenque or best girl San Basilio de Palenque.  Affectionate way to call a
palenquera.  Diminutive of palenquera.

palenques
Places where runaway slaves or maroons took refuge.  In Colombia and Mexico galleras, places where cockfights are
held.  Shelters where Afro-Colombian communities are concentrated direct descendants of Maroon slaves.  They are
also called quilombos.  In Colombia there are 4 recognized official palenques : San Basilio de Palenque , in Mahates
(Department of Bolivar), San José de Uré (Department of Córdoba), La Libertad (Department of Sucre) and Jacobo
Pérez Escobar (Department of Magdalena). 

palentologo
paleontologists is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Paleontologist." being its meaning:<br>The correct way is
paleontologist. People who study fossils to develop knowledge of the old ways of life and their environment.
Paleontology can reveal how environmental and climate have changed over time. Of Greek origin: palaios ( old ) onto (
be ) and logos ( Science ).

paleo
It is a prefix of Greek origin meaning primitive, ancient. 

paleoclimatólogo
Person specialized in Paleoclimatology or in the climatology of Prehistory (very remote times of humanity). 

paleomericano
Paleoindian, or Paleoamericano is the name of the longest era of American history as it covers almost since
approximately 11000 BC to 8000 BC At this time or was developed the first tools ( that should not call it that ) or stone
tools. American prehistory.

paleomongoides
The correct term is paleomongoloids.  It is a term used in Anthropology.  It is a type of human beings of remote
Mongolian origin, but less adapted to the cold.  They are essentially Burmese, Filipino, Polynesian, Jomon and Native
America.

paleontología
It is the science that studies the living beings that existed in ancient times.  Study of fossils.

palera
In Colombia it beats given with sticks or clubs.  It is also another way to call the plant nopal, chumbera or tuna.  It



belongs to the family Cactaceae and its scientific name is Opuntia ficus-indica . 

palermenses
It means born, resident or related to Palermo.  Palermo is a city in Sicily, and capital of the Autonomous Region of Sicily
(Italy).  Palermo is also a municipality in the Department of Huila in Colombia.  Palermo is the name of a neighbourhood
of Buenos Aires (Argentina) and a district of Bogotá (Colombia).  It is a corregimiento of Sitionuevo municipality in the
Department of Magdalena (Colombia).  Followers of Martin Palermo Argentine player.

palermitana
Lady born in Palermo, a city in Sicily in Italy.  The woman born in the Colombian municipality of Palermo is rated
palermuna.  The woman in the Bonaerense neighborhood is told to be palermense. 

palermitanos
It is the name of the people of Palermo, municipality of the Department of Huila in Colombia.  The same is the name
given to those born or living in Palermo, Italy.

palermo
It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Huila.  Name of an Italian city on the island of Sicily. 
Last name of Spanish origin .  Last name of an Argentine footballer who played for Boca Juniors (Martín Palermo). 
Nommbre of a traditional neighborhood of Buenos Aires.  Name of a correction in Paipa, Department of Boyacá .  Name
of a clinic in Bogota.  Name of an asteroid.  Name of several locations in the United States (United States of California,
North Dakota, Maine and New York). 

palermunos
Plural palermuno .  It means they come from Palermo, they are from Palermo.  It may refer to the Palermo neighborhood
in Buenos Aires or the Colombian municipality of Palermo in the Departemento del Huila .  The gentleness most
commonly used for those who are from Palermo, in Sicilai (Italy), is Palermitan . 

palero
Colombia is a worker who is engaged in loading dump trucks with a shovel, to load material is usually Earth or sand.  A
person who works with a shovel.

pales
It was the name of a Roman divinity of the countryside and cattle.  Roman divinity protector of shepherds and cattle. 
Name of an asteroid .  In Entomology it is the name of two different genera of insects.  The first is a genus of diptera
(flies) of the family Tachinidae.  The second is a genus of beetles in the family Chrysomelidae.  Some species are used
in biological pest control. 

palesta
palesta is incorrectly written, and should be written as Palestra.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is palestra.  It
was the place where formerly held tournaments, games and fair.  It is a place where it is customary to read or do public
speaking in public.  Site for public speaking.  Oratory, pulpit.

palestinista
A person who favors the Palestinian movement.  You want the creation of the Palestinian state or territory. 



palet
Pieces of wood also called slats.  Also in Europe, told pallet to a loading of wood, which is a heavy wooden base.

paleta
Ice cream stick.  It is also a derogatory shovel.  Wooden plate oval where the painter puts his tempera paint or paint.  In
Colombia in a colloquial way scapula.  Also means plain or trowel, bricklayer for pañetar attachment.  In colloquial way
very large incisor tooth.  Each of the parts of a propeller, a fan or a waterwheel.

paletizado
It means that it has been accommodated or stacked with pallets i.e. wooden or plastic platforms.  It is used as the basis
of the cargo or merchandise a wooden board or a sturdy plastic plate.  Enguacalado.  It is supported by pallets, boards,
stoedes or guacales. 

paleto
It means local peasant, village, small town.  It is also used to mean rude, ignorant, uncouth lout.

paletó
Name given to a gabán of thick and fitted cloth.  leviton, long sack, sac, cloth coat.  The word is of French origin. 

paletón
It means large palette, Augmentative palette.  In Dendrology and Botany it is the same as stilt.  It is an adaptation of
several plants and trees in areas of strong winds, consisting of thick roots that serve as support that protrude from the
ground and form a reinforcement at the base of the trunk.  Common name given to a freshwater fish.  It is a variety of
catfish in the family Pimelolidae.  Its scientific name is Sorubimichthys Planiceps.  It is also known as calameo,
spoonfish, whitefish or catfish. 

palillero
Small container where chopsticks are placed. 

palillo
Diminutive stick.  Supremely thin person.  Skinny, bony.  In Colombia is another foema to call a toothpick or scarr.

palillona
In Colombia it means that it looks like a toothpick, which is tall and thin.  Model, tall woman with a slender body.  It is
also a way of calling a bastonera, which is a slender girl who wears military-looking costumes, with bold colors and
ornaments, and who participates in parades or public events, juggling to the sound of band music.  She is also often
called a dancer, cheerleader, pomponera or majorette. 

palingenesia
It is a term used in Philosophy, Theology and Biology.  It means rebirth or regeneration of a living being after actual or
apparent death.  The complete process of the living being, which is born, grows, reproduces, dies and then reincarnates.
 

palio
It is one of the ornaments used by the Pope at the Pontifical Mass and some clergy who accompany him in this religious



office.  It has a circular shape, is placed on the shoulders and has rectangular strips that hang in front of the chest and
back.  It usually has 5 or 6 black or red crosses.  It is very similar to the orthodox omoxo.  it can also mean can be can
mean can be said for canopy or awning, supported by four mansaths, covering the Most Holy in processions.

palisandro
It's the name of a fine wood tree.  It is also known prieto cocobolo, funeram, granadillo, amber, namba, rosewood, black
stick, caviuna, urauna.  In Nicaragua they call him palosanto.  In Colombia the most commonly used name apart from
caviuna is granadillo .  It belongs to the fabaceae family and its scientific name is Dalbergia retusa . 

palita
Diminutive of shovel .  Small shovel.  Gardening shovel. 

palito
Diminutive of stick, Small stick.  In various parts of Colombia and Venezuela it means drink, liquor, liquor cup,
aguardiente (drink).  In Colombia also stick wants good way, good strategy or custom, to achieve the objectives. 
Suitable method . 

palitos
Diminutive and plural of stick.  Short, thin pieces of wood.  By extension pieces of cheese that have the same short and
thin shape (in this case they can also be called fingers, cheese fingers).  In Colombia colloquially it is the way to call the
train whose locomotive is black, old and uses coal as fuel.  It is also the name of a bread made with cheese that is
elongated and thin. 

palitroche
Name of a children's story by Swedish writer Astrid Anna Emilia Ericsson, better known as Astrid Lindgren.  There is
also a children's story with the same name in Chile.  In Colombia, palitroque is a species of stiff, thin and elongated
bread.  Stick or stick. 

palitroque
In Colombia a breadsticks is an elongate, somewhat hard, bread in the form of finger.  They also tell them cheese sticks.

paliza
It means very strong punishment.  Beating, mute, zurra, fuetera.  In sports slang, triumph by very bulky score.  It can
refer to various sports such as football, baseball, basketball. 

palizas
In Colombia it means physical punishments, fuetera, tundas, zurras, beatings, zobas, azotainas.  Plural beating.  Bulky,
crushing defeats.  In Venezuela it means drunkenness, scratches.

palín
Diminutive of shovel.  Type of small shovel used in gardening or nurseries.

palíndromo
It is the name given to the word or phrase that is read in the same way to the right or the other way around. 



pall screen
They are a word from the English language that mean leaf, sheet, sheet.  It can also mean curtain, cape. 

palla
It is a popular song of verses and accompanied by guitar.  Popular troubadour contest.  It is also valid paya . 

palladium
It is the name of a great Spanish hotel group, based in Ibiza.  Palladium.  It is a chemical element whose atomic number
is 46, and its symbol is Pd.  It is a soft metal.

palladora
It can mean collector, collector.  It's a word of Quechua origin.  Payadora is a singer of improvised coplas and
accompanied by a guitar. 

pallar
It is one of the common names given in Peru to the white beans.  Bean is also known as garrofón, habon, Jewish of
Lima, Lima Bean, Lima Bean or guaracaro.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus lunatus and belongs to the Fabaceae
family.

pallarés
It is a variety of beans in very cold weather.  Its grain is white, large and very wide sheath.  Originally from the pallar.  It
is grown in the highest Andean areas of South America.  The scientific name is Phaceolus lunatus aluvia and belongs to
the fabaceae family. 

pallas
It is the name of an asteroid, one of the largest and even candidate to be designated a planet.  It is the name of several
characters from Greek mythology.  The name of a titan, who was the son of Crío and Euribia, was also called Palante. 
Name of a primal giant, who was the son of Uranus and Gea. 

pallasca
In Peru it is the name of a Province belonging to the Department of Ancach.  It is also the name of a District and a city. 
Amerindian people of that region.

pallay
It is not the Spanish, but quechua Word. It means collecting, harvesting, collecting the fruits of a harvest. It is also a form
of Inca tissue.

palleta
In Galician language means, straw, straw and nozzle.

pallidum
It means pale, yellowish.

palma



Measure equal to the maximum distance between the tip of the little finger and the thumb with the well extended hand. 
In Colombia we also say fourth. Inside hand ( Which reads a Gypsy ). Any of each of the 2400 species of plants
belonging to the family Arecaceae.  There are 289 species in Colombia only.

palma cocotera
Palm with scientific name Cocos nicifera, of the family Arecaceae.  Coconut tree.

palma de dátiles
Date palm.  It is known by other names such as datilera, common Palm, Phoenix or tamara.  Its scientific name is
Phoenix dactylifera.  produces edible berries.

palma de la reina
In Colombia the Queen Palm is our national tree: wax Palm, with scientific name Ceroxylon quindiuense.  It belongs to
the family Arecaceae.  other common names: wax Palm, Royal Palm, Queen Palm, Palma de bouquet.

palma de pantano
It is known as the Moriche Palm.  Its scientific name is Mauritia flexuosa.  You receive other names such as Ite, Ita,
Buriti, Muriti, Canangucho ( Colombia ) , or Aguaje ( 41 Peru;. Sites where you can find are called morichales are
strategic flood-prone ecosystems of great environmental importance.

palma de seje
In Colombia and Venezuela it is the name of a type of palm tree that is used in the elaboration of handicrafts and also
from which an oil of medicinal uses is extracted.  It also receives the common names of unamo, palma de seje, majo,
milpesos and patabá.  Its scientific name is Jessenia polycarpia (or also Oenocarpus bataua).  It belongs to the family
Arecaceae. 

palma de yarey
The Palm, which is also known with the names of Cuban, Yarey or Copernicia, its scientific name is Copernicia
baileyana.  Used for the extraction of Carnauba wax.  It belongs to the family Arecaceae.

palma doum
It is also known as dum Palm, palma de Thebes or Egyptian Palm.  It is characterized by multiple stipes or trunks.  It has
edible fruits.  Its scientific name is Hyphaene thebaica, and is of the family Arecaceae (subfamily Coryphoideae)

palma fósil
Name given to a specimen of plant belonging to the Family Arecaceae, which is fossilized or petrified. 

palma milpesos
It is another of the common names of the palm Jessenia Bataua or Jessenia polycarpa of the family Arecaceae.  It has
other common names such as Majo, Seje, Unamo, Sehe, Patabá, Ungurahua oil, Unguragua.

palma murrapo
It is one of the common names of two palm classes in Colombia.  One, is the palm Euterpe oleracea, known as asaí,
azaí, huasaí, manaca, naidí and the other is the Carludovica palmata, which is also known as iraca, jipijapa, palmicha,
pipi or toquilla.  Both belong to the family Arecaceae.



palma naidí
The Naidí Palm also receives other names as asai, azai, huasai Palm Palm tree murrapo, naidí, majo, or acai.   He is
considered an oilseed very economically, appreciated for its oil and fruits are very valuable.   Belongs to the genus
Euterphe and its scientific name is Euterphe olerace.  Grows in flooded soils.

palma palmira
It is one of the common names of a Palm.  It is also known as boraso, karpaha or heavenly tree.  It is the national tree of
Cambodia and in Tamil culture is considered sacred.  Its scientific name is Borassus flabellifer and belongs to the family
Arecaceae.

palmajares
Plural of palmajar .  They are vulgarisms for clapping.  Palmajal is also used.  They are planks that go parallel and
superimposed on the keel internally in a boat from bow to stern. 

palmar
Place where the predominant vegetation are palms or palm trees.  In Colombia it is the name of two municipalities; one
is Palmar, in the Department of Santander; the other is Palmar de Varela in the Atlantic Department.  It is also the name
of municipalities in Costa Rica, Puerto Rico, Uruguay, Spain and Ecuador.  Relative to hand muscle.  In Colombia it is
also a crop of oil palm or African palm.

palmarino
Relative to the palm, which is of the palm.  In Colombia it is the gentile of people born in Palmar (there are 2
municipalities, called Palmar in Santander and Palmar de Varela in Atlántico).  To differentiate them to those of
Santander are told more palm trees and the palmarinos.

palmario
It means that it is very clear.  Obvious, logical, obvious, manifest, undeniable. 

palmatoria
Homemade implement to place and hold the candles.  Velón , lighter .  Candlestick , lamp , candle , palmatory , lamp ,
soft , caretaker , axe , chandelier . 

palmazo
It means slapped, blow given with the palm of the hand.  Slap. 

palmera segú de malabar
The Palm safety of Malabar, comes from India, there is another species of Palm safety that comes from the 40 Japan;
Cycas revoluta ).  This subclass of Palm belongs to the Cycad.  They are very old plants with very primitive features,
dating its origins from the Carboniferous and Permian, so some parts are called Palm fossils ( by old ) : Leaf traces in
the form of strips and its roots are coraloides ( Similar to coral ).  They are toxic as they contain compounds such as the
cycasin that help you not to be attacked by fungi and bacteria, but they are very poisonous substances, especially for 40
pets; Dogs and cats ).  They are mostly in via of extinction.  He is also known with the names of cycads, fake Palm,
Palma de church or simply Palm safety.

palmetada
It is a synonym of slap.  Once as in the face with the Palm of the hand.



palminervia
It is a type or type of leaf in which nerves or ribs radiate from the center of the leaf, where the petiole is, towards the
edges or ends of it.  They have the appearance of an open hand (palm of the hand), that's why they bear this name.  For
example, the leaf of the vine, is palminervia.

palminervias
It refers to the type of leaves which have ribs in the shape of a hand. They are palmate leaves. They may be three, five
or more fingers ( 41 leaflets. A classic example can be the family Malvaceae-Abutilon.

palmipedal
Place where there are many palmipedas.  Set of palmipeds. 

palmipie
The correct term is Palmipie.  Once the measures were taken by body parts reference: span or fourth, foot, elbow,
finger, etc.  The Palmipie was an intermediate measure between elbow ( more or less 45 cms.   ) and the 40 foot; 31
cms ).  It was approximately equivalent to about 37. 5 cms.  Palmipedal.

palmireña
It means a woman (or person) who is a resident of Palmyra.  Related to Palmira (City of the Department of the Valley in
Colombia).  Palmyra was also a Syrian city, founded by King Solomon.

palmito
Colombia is a foodstuff obtained from the heart or heart of several species of palms, in particular Palm coconut or
coconut ( Cocos nucifera ) , Palm Jusara ( Euterpe edulis ) or the Chamaerops humilis in Europe.  It also tells chonta or
jebato.

palmitos
Palmitos is an edible product of high nutritional value, extracted from the buds of the palms.  Colombia is currently
exporting palm hearts.

palo
It can mean punch or tunda, beating.  Corporal of a tool.  Card from a deck.  It can also be an elongated lumber, club. 
Perrero, zurriago, vara. 

palo a pique
It is the name of a dish typical of the eastern plains of Colombia and the plains of Venezuela.  It usually contains beans,
rice, fried plantain, fried pork meat and can be accompanied by avocado.  Name a famous farm and a restaurant in
Villavicencio, ( Colombia ).

palo mulato
It is one of the common names of a tropical tree.  It is also known as almácigo, archpin, chacaj? , cachibú, chibu, dead
stick, carate, ? copal, naked Indian, jiote, jiñocuabo, chaká, or encuero.  Its scientific name is Bursera simaruba and
belongs to the family Burseraceae.  It is nicknamed the tourist tree. 

paloma



It is a common name for a bird, domestic or wild, also known as cob.  Belongs to the family Columbidae, and its
scientific name is Columba livia or Columba domestica.  In Colombia it means chance or opportunity to occupy an
important position for a time and manner of replacement.  Also in Colombia, you want to say ride, free to be carried on a
trip.  It is also a name of Latin origin woman and is the symbol of peace.

palometa
In Colombia is the common name for several fish of river.   In some parts they say Jackfish piranhas or Caribs, who are
a few carnivorous fish of the family Characidae.  Also they say thumbscrews to some fish from the family Cichlidae,
known as chanchitos, pig, bedpans, castañetas or faces.  There are several sea fish that are also called moths,
including the horse mackerel (in Chile).

palomilla
It is the name of a pest that attacks potato and tomato crops.  It is scientifically known as Ptorimaea operculella, which is
a moth of the Gelechiidae genre.  It also tends to attack tobacco and other crops usually of plants of the family
Solanaceae.  Consume the mesophyll of leaves (part containing chlorophyll).  It can also attack the Café and garden
plants.  In Mexico, the beef tenderloin.

palomino
Breeding of a dove.  Cob.  In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a Colombian town in the
Department of Guajira, more exactly a Corregimiento of the municipality of Dibulla.  It is a good tourist destination.

palopiso
Utensil for scrubbing or cleaning and drying floors. It is slang used in Costa Rica. For Colombians, it is a synonym of
trapero. In Chile and Mexico will say scourer.

palorchestes azael
Scientist's name of an extinct genus of diprotodont marsupial, which existed in Australia.  It belonged to the family
Palorchestidae.  It was similar to the kangaroo, but belonged to a different family and had a trunk coma that of a tapir. 
Type of prehistoric marsupial.  Translate Old Jumper. 

palosanto
It is one of the common names of a tree.  Its scientific name is Bursera graveolens and is in the family Burseraceae.  It
has medicinal uses.  Oil is extracted from it and your firewood combustion is repellent insect.  It is also called carana,
crispin.  Stick sacred or shamans.

palotes
The sticks are the first strokes made by a child who starts learning to write.  In Entomology is another way to call the
insects stick, devil mules, kill horses, mariapalitos or bielus.

palotillo
It is another of the common names of the white retama, a plant of the family Santalaceae.  It also gets the names of
scaremrows, butts, crazy patch.  Its scientific name is Osyris alba. 

palpebral
It means that it is relative to the eyelids (muscles that cover the eyes). 



palpito
It is an inflection of palpitar.  It means shudder, beat, shrink, expand, press.  Have pulse, beats of the heart.

palqui
In the Southern Cone of South America it is the name of an arbustive medicinal plant.  It is also known as black peach,
cestrum or green cestrum.  Its scientific name is Cestrum parqui and belongs to the family Solanaceae.  

palta
It is an aboriginal name of the avocado, which is a tree of the Lauraceae family and its scientific name is Persea
Americana.  It has edible green fruits.  rich in natural fats.  The origin of the word avocado comes from the Nahuatl word
ahuacatl, which means " 34 testicle;.  It has other common names as it cures or I am cured.  It was domesticated in
Mesoamerica makes about 7. 000 years.

palto
It is a popular way to call avocado in Peru, which is the tree and fruit of the American Persea species, from the family
Lauraceae.  Avocado, add, laurel add, avocado, avocado. 

palurdo
It means rustic, ignorant, ordinary, closed.  Paleto, tosco, patán. 

palustre
In Colombia has two meanings: the first is a tool that uses the bricklayer or master to flatten the cement or apply the
mortar.  Plain, flat, fratacho, spatula, palette.  Another meaning is that it is located on a pond, a lake or a reservoir. 
Lake.

palúdico
In Colombia, a person suffering from malaria.  On malaria .  It also means skinny and pale, stunted, skeletal, smyriate. 

pambazo
Uruguay is a round, large, flattened bread.  In Mexico, is a light brown color and smooth shape and oval wheat bread.  It
is usually filled in different ways and is similar to the telera.

pambele
In Sudanese language, it means defender.  You defend yourself, you know how to defend.  It's a word of Bantu origin.
Pambelé is the nickname with which Colombian boxer Antonio Cervantes Reyes, Kid Pambelé, was known.

pamela
Pamela is incorrectly written and it should be written as Pamela ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Pamela ( 41 own name;.  Its apocope is Pam.  It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means which is sweet.

pamemas
Plural of pamema .  It means exaggeration.  Exaggerated demonstration of a feeling, fussy, pretense.  An insignificant
fact to which one wants to give unnecessary relevance. 



pamemas
Plural of pamema .  It means exaggeration.  Exaggerated demonstration of a feeling, fussy, pretense.  An insignificant
fact to which one wants to give unnecessary relevance. 

pamina
It is the name of a young princess in the Opera the magic flute.  She is the daughter of the Queen of the night and the
girlfriend of Tamino.

pamo
It is an acronym for medical use which means aspiration puncture of the bone marrow.

pamoa
It is the abbreviation used in Mexico of the Asia-Pacific region, Middle East and Africa, used in Educational and
Economic aspects.  It is also the name of a Colombian indigenous people based in the department of Vaupés. 

pamparios
It is the name of a documentary film by the German Florina Seufert.  It chronicles a man's journey through the Jalisco
Mountains in Mexico and his relationship with spirits.

pampirlo
It is one of the names given in Spain to the labresto or jaramago.  It is one of the common names of a vegetable or leafy
vegetable.  There are three different species: Eruca vesicaria , Diplotaxis tenuifolia and Diplotaxis muralis .  They belong
to the brassicaceae family.  It is also commonly called arugula, ruca, caterpillar, ruqueta, arugula and jaramago. 

pamplemusa
It is one of the common names of a citrus fruit, considered the mother of all citrus hybrids and that mingles with the
grapefruit and grapefruit.  The pamplemousse Word is of French origin and means grapefruit.  Pomelos, also receives
the names of limonzon, cimboa or Chinese grapefruit.  It is native to Southeast Asia and are you cultivate over 3
millennia ago.  Its scientific name is Citrus maxima and belongs to the family Rutaceae.  Pomelos, results in other citrus
hybrids such as: lime tree or lime (C.  (maximum x aurantifolia), Orange bitter (C.  (maximum x aurantium, which is a
cross with Mandarin C Reticulata).  It also makes part of the crosses for sweet oranges, the tangor and tangelos.  This
term is barely used in Colombia (is only used by technicians of the branch of Agronomy and forestry Sciences).

pamplinas
Minor, little rationale or useful thing.  Squeamishly, mincing, nonsense, simplicity, fad, folly.  Plural of chickweed. 
Chickweed is an herbaceous plant, its scientific name is Hypecoum imberbe and is in the family Papaveraceae.  Also
called papaver, tissue, picapollos, churro, sneaker, ballarida, giacharro.

pamue
It is the name of an ethnic group in Equatorial Guinea.  Language spoken by that community.  He is also called Fang. 

pan
It means food, sustenance, bodigo, loaf, maintenance.  Bakery product.  Work or product of the baker .  Baked wheat
dough.  It is also a prefix meaning cough.  In Greek mythology he was the god of shepherds and scolding.  Also god of
morning and evening breezes.



pan asentado
Colombia-based bread is bread that is flattened so it is thin like a cookie. In some parts they say toast or Hornbill.

pana
Corduroy is a thick rough woven fabric.  It was much used for trousers and jackets.  He also received the name of
corduroy, corduroy or corduroy.  It was something like the velvet and had grooves.  Colombia corduroy means friend,
companion.

pana tura
tura Pana is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Panatura" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Panatura. It is a registered trademark of a grainy mass that revives a forgotten art of bakery technique.

panacea
Remedy or solution to all kinds of problems.  A panacea is a medicine that serves any type of disease.  That cures
everything, remedy for everything.  Sanalotodo, solution, cure, remedy.  In the mythology of Ancient Greece she was the
Lesser Goddess of Health.  She was the daughter of Asclepius and Epione and granddaughter of Helios.

panaco
In Colombia, this is the name given to an oil slick.  It is the name of a leading Paraguayan company in agricultural,
sports and residential irrigation, which has American and Israeli support and technology. 

panacota
It is the name of a typical Italian dessert from the Piedmont Region.  In Italian the name is Panna cotta.  It is very similar
to a flan and with gelatin texture.  It is prepared with dairy and sweet.  

panade
It is a word of French origin that means broth with milk, butter and eggs.  In Italy it is called panada and is very similar to
that in Colombia we call changua.  Bakery, also is a thick paste made from breadcrumbs.  It is also a bread soaked in
broth (Mexico).

panadera
A woman who works in the bakery.  In Colombia we say bakers heavy and old bikes that many of our famous riders
used to distribute bread or make homes, in its infancy.  We also tell them chivas.

panamá
Panama is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 Panama; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Isthmus
linking Central America and South America.  Bolivarian country of Central America and capital of the country.  Name of
the inter-oceanic Canal.  The word means in Aboriginal language place with abundant fish and butterfly, also to see or
look beyond.  It is the common name of the tree, also called Camoruco or anacahuita ( Sterculia apetala in the family
Malvaceae ).

panaqueo
Cretan army faced the Trojans.

panazo



It can be an augmentative of bread, big bread or a blow given with a loaf of bread.  In Buenos Aires protest bakers by
the rise in flour.  In protests they gave away bread in front of the congressional facilities. 

panca
In Bolivia it is the same as capacho or set of leaves that cover the corn cob.  pod that covers the corn.  In Peru it is a
variety of chili pepper, also called Peruvian red chili, special chili or red chili.  Its scientific name is Capsicum chinense
and it belongs to the Solanaceae family.  It is also a type of Filipino boat that has the boards covered with boards. 

pancas
Plural of panca .  Type of small boat used in artisanal fishing.  Canoe.  In Bolivia capacho .  corn cob wrap. 

panceta
It's a kind of pork cut.  Layer or sheet of lean pork with wintered bacon. 

panches
It is the name of a Colombian indigenous people found in the Department of Tolima and some parts of Cundinamarca,
on both banks of the Magdalena River.  They are also called Tolimas.  They were terrible warriors, anthropophagous
and related to the Caribs. 

panchi
Panchi is incorrectly written and should be written as "Panchi ( It's proper name )"being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's
name used in the India. Panchi Bora is the name of an actress of the India.

panchista
Can be a fan of Pancho or a fan and fanatic of the music of "Los Panchos".

pancho
It's a way of calling the one named Francisco.  In comic strips it is the name of two very different characters.  One is the
male character of the Comic Strip Educating Dad.  He is Ramona's husband and father of Sony and Nora.  A frac dress,
top hat and smoke tobacco.  It's short and plump.  Another is one of the characters from the cartoon "Pancho y Rancho",
which in English is called "Tijuana Toads".  Pancho is a skinny green toad or frog and his partner Rancho is fat.  Both
are Mexican and wear a very large charro hat.

pancholo
It is a colloquial way of calling someone named Francisco who is usually also called Pancho.  In Paraguay, Pancholo or
San Vicente de Pancholo is a district that belongs to the Department of San Pedro.  It is named after Francisco
Caballero Álvarez, nicknamed "Pancholo", a famous character from the place. 

panchula
It is a term used in the area of the Gran Chaco (Paraguay and Argentina), to designate the female sexual organ. 
Vagina.

pancoger
Crops that are only aimed at the survival of those who planted it.  Agricultural products for own consumption and not to
trade them.  Survival, consumption.



pancolote
It is one of the common names of a plant edible and medicinal uses in Mexico.  Also referred to as condua, papullo,
pumpkin, pumpkin false, cahuayote, Talayotic, old man.  Its scientific name is Gonolobus tetragonus and belongs to the
family Asclepiadaceae.  It is consumed grilled, cooked or in candy.

pancos
In Colombia pankos or pancos is the plural of panko or panco.  It is a type of grated and crispy Japanese bread.  Unlike
ordinary carved bread it forms small crusts or scales.  Also panco is a type of fillipina boat. 

panda
is one of the names of a ursid endemic to China.  It is also called panda bear or giant panda bear.  Its scientific name is
Ailuropoda melanoleuca and belongs to the family Ursidae.  In Colombia the word panda means shallow depth.  

pandas
It is a Mexican rock band, also called Panda.  Panda is the same as panda bear.  It is a mammal Plantigrade,
vegetarian.  Usually it eats bamboo buds.  The Giant Panda is almost extinction and its scientific name is Ailuropoda
melanoleuca and belongs to the family Ursidae ( bears ).  Its closest relative is the spectacled bear.  The common
panda or lesser panda has the scientific name Ailurus fulgens and the family Ailuridae.

pandeado
In Colombia it means twisted, curved.  Inflection of SAG, means twisting, curving.

pandebono
It is a very typical bakery product of the Valle del Cauca Department.  It has as ingredients Corn flours, cassava starch,
egg and cheese.  In that same region is a common nickname for white tees people.

pandemia
It is an epidemic or disease which affects almost the entire planet.

pandereta
It is a small percussion musical instrument, similar to a small drum that on its side has rattles or rattles.  He's touched
with his hands directly.

pandero
In Colombia we call a type of sweet bread or biscuit, made with wheat flour, sugar and egg.  It's usually
diamond-shaped.  We also call a type of kite that is shaped like a diamond and a fabric tail.

pandilla
Group of people who come together to commit crimes or do wrong.  It means peat, troop, horde, gang, caterva.  Group
of aggressive and messy people. 

pandito
Diminutive of pando.  In Colombia pando and pandito means shallow, dry.  It usually refers to rivers where you can't
swim or sail.



pandolfo
In Argentina is the surname of a singer, composer and Rock guitarist.  Roberto Andres "palo" Pandolfo is called.  He led
bands Punk Don Cornelius and the zone.

pandora
It means the gift of all or the one who gives everything.  Name of the first woman according to Greek mythology .  It was
created by Hephaestus by order of Zeus.  She is accused of freeing from a box or jug all the evils of humanity.  Name of
a natural satellite (or moon) of Saturn.  Name of an asteroid .  Name of a reef in Australia .  Named after one of the three
daughters of Deucalion and Pyrrrhus, she was the mother of Greco seduced by Zeus.  Name of one of the daughters of
King Erechtheus of Athens and his wife Praxitenia .  Name of a Mexican pop group.  Stage name of a Swedish singer,
her real name is Anneli Magnusson.  It is the name of a genus of butterflies in the family Nymphalidae; they are very
bright and toxic colors for many predators.  

pandorga
In some regions of northern Colombia it is the same as kite or keg (toy).  In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic
Coast is a way to call the kite, a toy, usually crafted from colored paper and that is blown up.  It is also called culebrina,
piscucha, milocha, barrilete, papalote, volantín, chichigua, bar, parrot. 

pane
In Italian bread.  foodstuff, food.  Pane, thus with tilde.  It is the surname of a Spanish monk, named Ramon, who wrote
the first dictionary of Caribbean language.

panecillo
Fluffy muffin.  Diminutive of bread .  Small bread that is eaten especially for breakfast. 

panegifico
The correct term is panegyric, with r .  It's the same as apology.  It is a type of discourse in which praise is made and
praises to a certain person, usually to a saint.  Commendation, praise, praise, loa, enlightenment.

panegírico
It means praise, exaltation, loa, praise, apology laudable.

panel
In Colombia we use this term to refer to a Board, a Blackboard, a Blackboard, a vertical rectangular table. It is also a
console or closet with several compartments. A group of people who gather to discuss a topic.

panela
Molasses in bar or condensed.  Sweet block which is extracted from sugar cane.  Product in lumps or blocks of the mills
where the cane is ground.  "Doping" of Colombian cyclists, along with the sandwich with guava and banana.  Colombia
also says you brown sugar to a cellular or mobile phone big and outdated.  In Colombia is somewhat hard, big and
heavy.

panelada
Union of the words panela and lemonade.  New soft drink sold in Colombia as an entrepreneurship measure to favor
paneleros.  Its presentation is powder or granules packed in small envelopes.  The ingredients are panela powder and
lemon flavor.  Just add water.  The soda produced can be consumed cold or hot and is waterdepanela with lemon. 



panelería
This means panels, compartments or divisions limited by sheets, tables or moldings, i.e. modular divisions.  Industry
where modular pallets or mubles are built.  It could also be the name of a place where they sell panelas, which are
blocks of condensed cane honey.  Panelry can also be considered as a form of discussion, where several experts meet
on certain topics to be discussed at round tables and in which there is always a coordinator or moderator.  topic. 

panenka
Surname of a famous Czech player, named Antonin Panenka.  He rose to fame for his peculiar way of collecting Penalty
shots. 

paneo
In Colombia panning is ( especially in 41 television; do the cameraman to move your camera in such a way to show all
around the site where a transmission is being done without giving details. It is to show a panorama sector, broad site
image.

panetería
It is the name that receives a palace dependency where bread is distributed and care is done for table and cutlery
clothes. 

panfigol
Language Wales ( Welsh ) means Cervical.

panfleto
Colombia is a brochure or flyer distributed in the street, in order to defame or discredit someone or expressing
opposition or protest about something.  Libel, leaflet, booklet.

panga
In Colombia is a vessel, usually of wood or fiberglass and outboard motor.  Used in rivers and in the sea.  Most have flat
hull near the stern, area next to the motor (or motors).  It is synonymous with boat, chalupa, it falca.  It is also the name
of a fish in freshwater of the family Pangasidae.  Its scientific name is Pangasius hypophthalmus.  It has other common
names such as iridescent shark (although it has nothing to do with sharks, is closest to the catfish, fish cats or bearded),
basa, baza, baza fish.  It is a fish of risk because there are high levels of heavy metals.  In Colombia has been found as
species illegally introduced.  There is also a marine fish that is called a panga and is from South Africa, its scientific
name is Pterogymnus laniarius and belongs to the family Sparidae.

pangarés
In the riverside area of La Plata river, it is a fur color of horses that is characterized by being smooth and marked on
most of the body and fades towards the ends or inner parts. 

pangaú
It is one of the common names of a freshwater fish originating in Thailand and Vietnam.  It is also known as basa, panga
or baza.  Its scientific name is Pangasianodon hypophthalmus and belongs to the family Pangasiidae .  It is an
omnivorous fish of white meat.  It is from the family of catfish or catfish.

pangüita
In Colombia and Venezuela is a kind of small bean and of little commercial value.  Caraotica, Los pelones.  It also



means that it is a native of Pangua an Ecuadorian town in the province of Cotopaxi.  Although there is also a town called
Pangua, in the province of Burgos, in Spain there used as its gentilicio trevineses (by the County of Treviño).

panhispanismo
It means that it integrates the entire Spanish-speaking community.  Movement that aims to unite all Spanish speakers
(people who speak the Spanish or Spanish language as first language).

panini
Italian surname.  The most famous albums of figurines of World Cup mark.

paniquiarse
In Colombia and colloquially, fill with fear or panic.  Scare, lash out, be afraid.

panisetum
The correct term is Pennisetum.  It is the name of a genus of pastures in the family Poaceae.  They are known as
kikuyo, sericura or peniseto.  It's a Latin word, which means feather with bristles. 

paniwa
It is one of the names by which a Colombian indigenous people is known, based in the department of Vaupés and on
the border with Venezuela and Brazil.  They are also called Cubeos , Pamivas , sons of the Ancestral Anaconda,
Kubeos, Cobewas, Hypnwas, Kaniwas . 

paniza
Name of a typical Cadiz dish.  It is one of the common names given to corn ( cereal).  It is another way of naming the
corn cob, the fruit of corn and even popcorn.  It is also the name of a Spanish municipality, which belongs to the
province of Zaragoza. 

panizo
It is another name for a very common cereal, especially in Asia, which also said millet, millet or moha.  They also say
corn of panicle.  Its scientific name is Setaria italica and belongs to the family Poaceae.  Used for hay and silage.

panícula
In Botany is a type of flower.  Grass plants is the panicle or spike.  Flower or inflorescence racemose gramineous plants.

panllevar
panllevar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Illegal" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is illegal. It is a
term used in Colombia to denote that what is grown in an area is to be consumed or used in meeting the needs of it and
not be sold out. It's crops on a small scale and in very small lots. The eastern plains are told conucos. Plot.

panocha
In Colombia may be a giant arepa is added to that sweet (panela).  It can also be a giant pie.  Vulgar way it also means
vagina.

panochero



Person who makes panochas .  In Colombia, panocha, can be a giant arepa to which sweet (panela) is added.  It makes
sweet bread or giant pies. 

panochita
In Colombia is a small panocha.  Diminutive of panocha.  It is a type of biscuit.  It also means small stem, panicle small.

panochón
It means gossipy, slanderer, gossip, intriguing.  In Costa Rica, it means big vagina.

panoja
As the sorghum and maize panicle inflorescence. Cob. Stems with bunches of flowers and fruits. Inflorescence in the
form of lumps, clusters or piles.

panojear
It is the time in which the cultivation of sorghum begins to form the panicles (fruits, spikes). A panicle is a compound
raceme inflorescence.

panolopia
Name of a work by William Damasus Lindanus or Van der Lindt, who was a sixteenth-century bishop of Roermond and
bishop of Ghent (Nederland or Netherlands). 

panonio
It means native or natural from Pannonia, which was the name of an ancient Central European region, in Roman times
and that today corresponds to Hungary and partly to Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Slovenia, Austria and
Slovakia. 

panopaea
It was also called Panopea or Panope.  It was the name of one of the Nereids in Greek mythology.  She was the
daughter of de Tespio and Megamede.  Along with Hercules (or Heracles), they were the parents of Trepsipas.  Biology
is also the name of a genus of bivalve molluscs in the family Hiatellidae.  Their shells are usually oblong and irregular. 
They are popularly known as clams. 

panoplia
It means full armor, armor with all its attachments.  Very complete collection of properly organized weapons.  Name of a
large table in the form of shields where fencing weapons are placed (florets, swords, sabers). 

panoplias
They are collections of weapons. Etymologically comes from bread ( all ) and oplias ( 41 weapons;.

panóptico
In Colombia and especially in Ibague, jail, prison, prison shank.  It is a type of architecture or prison structure that allows
a guardian to observe all its prisoners from one place.  You can look at or observe all.  It all looks.

panquequismo



It is the way to call in Argentina the tendency to change quickly and drastically of opinion.  It's against it, turning around. 
In Colombia we say flip (be flipping or flipping ). 

panspermia
It is a theory in Astronomy and Astrophysics, which estimates that life spreads in the cosmos, by meteorites.  That the
germ of life spreads through space and that it came to earth in a meteorite. 

pantaca
Is a colloquial way and something derogatory to that use young people to refer to pants either jeans or not.

pantalla
It's a flat glass platform.  Front and glass of a TV, where the image is presented.  In Colombia it is also a way to call a
lamp or screen.  Computer Monitor .  Fabric, canvas or flat surface where images are projected.  In Colombia it also
means structure that serves to contain land, kind of wall or wall.  Object or surface used to cover or hide something. 

pantallar
In Colombia it means to exhibit, show, be noticed or be seen.  Pose.  Shielding is also used, with the same meaning. 

pantaloncillos
In Colombia are male interiors, briefs, boxers.

pantalones
Plural of pants.  Clothing, usually male, which is used from the waist down and which covers the legs separately. 
Bloomers, cowboy.

pantaloneta
Diminutive and derogatory of pants.  Shorts that are worn more as a sportswear or swimwear.  Clothing covering from
the waist to the thigh. 

pantalonudo
In Colombia great character person.  Rigid and strict person.  Nickname for a great trainer of amateur football in
Colombia.  Jaime Arroyabe Rendón was called.  The father of Hall of football in Colombia is considered.

pantalón
It is a garment that covers both legs separately from the waist.  It was initially only used by males, but is currently
commonly used by men and women of all ages.  Long panties.  They can be very long or very short, so they can reach
only the groin (mini shorts or shorts), the thigh (pantalonets), the knee ( bermuda), the rings (fishermen or pirates) or up
to the ankle (pants).  Men's are characterized by a fly.  Those worn by women are also called slaks.

pantanero
In Colombia it means swamp, cunchal, barrizal.  Place of muddy soil, puddle, gazebo, fangal.

pantanos
Sites full of mud.  Places flooded with water.  Types of soils that remain flooded.  Bog, quagmire has, puddle, mud,



stream, Marsh, Marsh, stumble, clog, tangle, quagmire, quagmire, mud, mud.

pantera
Panther is the version in Spanish of the genus Panthera ( in latin when it is 41 technical name;.  It is a genus of cats (
Family Felidae ) comprising five species, namely: Leon ( Panthera leo ) Tiger ( Panthera tigris ) Leopard ( Panthera
pardus ) The 40 Snow Leopard; Panthera uncia ) Jaguar ( Panthera onca ). In Colombia we say Panther very
short-tempered woman.  Fiera.

pantero
In Colombia is a way of referring to a very Cranky person.  Fierce, bravo, bully, fierce, wild, hard, cruel inhuman, terrible,
awful, rude.  Tiger, lion.

pantie
In Colombia it is used as synonymous with panties, panties, underwear for ladies, panties, thong. 

pantilla
template set it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pin" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is pin. It is
another name that referred to the watermelon, Watermelon, Sindria, or Aguamelon. Its scientific name is Citrullus
lanatus and belongs to the Cucurbitaceae family. It is a very pleasant, with high water content fruit.

pantocrátor
Name given to an image of Jesus Christ seated on a Throne, in an attitude of blessing with his right hand and that on
the left has the Holy Scriptures.  It is typical of Byzantine Art.  Image of Almighty God.  You can translate Total or
Almighty Power. 

pantofago
The correct term is pantophate.  It means he eats everything, he eats a lot, omnivorous, gluttonous, tragón. 

pantofobia
It is the exaggerated fear of everything.  General panic.  Fear of everything. 

pantorrilla
Back and muscular leg.  Part back Shin or bobbin.  Muscles that cover the back of the tibia and the fibula.

pantorrillas
Calf plural .  Muscular parts of the back of the legs.  It is made up of twins, soleus and gastrocnemius. 

panurgismo
It is frivolous proceeding, to lead a life of frivolity.  Fickle, trivial, dissipated.  A supporter or serving as Panurge or
Panurgo (character Gargantua and Pantagruel)

panza
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying buche, belly, belly, abdomen, stomach.



panzaleo
It is the name of an Ecuadorian indigenous people living in the provinces of Cotopaxi and Tungurahua.  Name of the
pre-Inca language spoken by this people.  They have also occupied a region of the southern part of the Province of
Pichincha. 

panzón
In Colombia of big belly, belly.  Prominent belly person. 

panzudo
In Colombia, person or animal with a large belly.  Panzón , belly , belly . 

pañal
Piece of cloth or sheet with which babies are wrapped.  Cloth.  Strip of cloth or cellulose, usually filled with absorbent
material or gel, which is used by infants and older adults to control incontinence, and to retain urine and fecal matter. 

pañalera
In Colombia it can be a bag where diapers and baby items are loaded or also a place where they sell these same items. 

pañar
In Colombia, diapering and apañar means picking, lifting or raising from the ground.  It is also used to denote it
accumulates, piles up, assembles, agglomerates or stores something, especially if there is a container intended for it.  In
some cases it can also mean receiving, catching (grab something in the air, we have been thrown or dropped)

pañeta
Tinder, a bundle of small, dry branches that are used to light a fire.  Tilting pane, which means applying cloth or mixture
of cement, sand, and water, over brick to make a wall.  Apply plaster or stucco to a wall. 

pañetar
In Colombia it is covering a wall of brick or block with a layer of cement.   Many also use it to tell paint, especially with
lime or Carbide.

pañete
Diminutive and derogatory of cloth.  Small-bodied cloth.  Name given to a cloth of inferior quality.  Poor quality cloth. 
Cheap cloth.  Name given in Colombia to the layer of plaster, stucco or mixture of water, cement and sand, which is
applied on a wall, to give it presentation and consistency. 

pañol
They are the parts of the ships that are destined to store, food, supplies, tools or ammunition, warehouse, warehouse,
warehouse, santabárbara, powder magazine, gunsmith. 

pañoles
Internal divisions of a ship.  Magazines

pañolón



Colombia is a kind of mantle that women wear to cover their hair or head.  shawl.  Large handkerchief, scarf.  

paños de guanaceo
The correct term is Cloths of Gualaceo.  They are typical fabrics of an Ecuadorian city called Gualaceo (There is also a
river, a canton and a region with that name).  The fabric is thick and sturdy, special for work.  The word gualaceo means
still water or calm water. 

pañuelazo
Increased handkerchief.  It can mean large handkerchief or blow given with a handkerchief.   Ancient way of indicating
that he was challenged to duel, as was a guantazo. 

paolo
Paolo is incorrectly written, and should be written as Paolo.  being its meaning:<br>It is also a name in Italian and used
in Spanish.  equals Paulo or Paul.  To say the least.  It is of biblical origin.  Variant of Paul.

papa
It is the common name for a very desirable edible tuber in the South American Andes.  Its scientific name is Solanum
tuberosum, belongs to the Solanaceae family and is our power base.  In Europe and many other countries will say
potato.  It is also called trunfa or criadilla.  In Bolivia also say potato, malanga or Pope baluta to plant taro Colocasia
esculenta, Araceae family.  Pope is the title of the maximum pontiff of the Catholics.

papa de pobre
In Colombia is another way of calling the guatila.  We also gave her cider.  Receives other names in Latin America as
chayote, chayotera, chuchu, Pope from air, sea urchin.  Its scientific name is Sechium edule belongs to the
Cucurbitaceae family.  This is a special for slimming diets.

papa padre aita
The correct terms are Pope, father, taita.  They are synonyms of parent or tata.

papabomba
It is an explosive device used by protesters in Colombia.  It is made by hand.  It's a way to respond to the rumble bombs
that the police use to scare and disperse them.

papacito
Daddy's diminutive.  In some regions of Colombia, it also means grandfather.  In female slang, it means cute, pretty,
elegant, well dressed. 

papagallo
The correct term is parrot, with and .  It is a bird of the family Psittacidae of large size and curved bill.  It's bully and eats
very hard fruits.  They are also commonly called parrots or macaws.

papagayo
It is a bird of the family Psittacidae of large size and curved bill.  It's bully and eats very hard fruits.  They are also
commonly called parrots or macaws.



papai
It is a word of Portuguese, synonymous with language of Pae. Means Pope, father.

papajol
In Spain it is the name given to the residues of vegetables, legumes and fruits that are strained after cooked. 

papalina
Name given to the temporary physical and mental disorder that generates the excessive consumption of liquor.  Relating
to the potato.  Two-pointed cap or cap that covered the ears.  It is also a way of calling drunkenness, drunkenness or
juma.  Cofia used by women of light fabric and with some ornaments. 

papalino
It is the name of a two-pointed cap or cap that was used pierced to cover the ears.  Relating to the potato. 

papalote
In Colombia and especially on the Atlantic Coast is a way to call the kite, a toy, usually crafted from colored paper and
that is blown up.  It is also called culebrina, piscucha, milocha, barrilete, pandorga, volantín, chichigua, bar, parrot. 

papanatas
In Colombia means bobo, bobalicón, cretin, idiot, Blockhead, pendejo.  .

papanicoláu
It is the Castilianization and pronunciation of the Greek surname Papanicolaou.  Surname of a Greek Physician named
Georgios N.  Papanikolaou, precursor in Cytopathology.  In Medicine and Gynecology it is a type of test that allows to
determine problems in the cervix.  It serves to early discover cancer in the cervix.  It is also called vaginal cytology. 

papantla
It is one of the common names of an edible seed plant in Mexico.  It is also known as achera, achurú, burdock,
cañacoro, maraca, achira, achuy, capacho, biri, cucuyús, juquián, chisgua, risgua.  Its scientific name is Canna indica
and it belongs to the Cannaceae family.  The name of a flour that is extracted from the same seeds.  Name of Mexican
city in the State of Veracruz. 

paparruchada
It means foolishness, stupidity.  It also means fake news, lie, hoax.  Foolishness, falsehood. 

papas
Plural of potato.  Edible tubers.  Name of a Páramo in Colombia, located in the Colombian Massif, Corregimiento de
Valencia, Municipality of San Sebastián, in the Department of Cauca.  Name of a valley in the same area. 

papaverinas
Extracts or natural alkaloids that are found in the plant poppy, poppy, dormidera or poppy ( Papaver somniferum ) , of
the family Papaveraceae.  One of the papaverinas best known is opium.  They are also known as Opiaceas.  They are
in the exudates from SAP especially in the fruit capsules.



papay
In mapuche language it is respectful treatment between women and especially if they are contemporaneous or also
between a man and an older woman. 

papaya
Fruit of the papayo tree.  Its scientific name is Carica papaya.  It belongs to the Caricaceae family.  It is also called bomb
fruit, milky.  papayon, olocoton.  In Colombia and colloquially it means opportunity, conjuncture, chance, occasion,
eventuality or bargain, advantage, mummy, profit, unexpected benefit. 

papaya puesta
In Colombia in a very colloquial way and macondiana means opportunity, Papayazo, occasion, juncture, coincidence. 
Unique opportunity.  It is complemented with "papaya Partida".  The total expression means that the unique
opportunities that benefit us should not be wasted.

papaya puesta, papaya partida
In Colombia it is a popular expression, which means that opportunities should always be seized.  It is a complement to
another expression that is "to give papaya", which means to sin of naïve and to give opportunity to others, especially
opponents or enemies, to take advantage of carelessness or inattention. 

papayaso
It means great opportunity, opportunity not to be wasted, chance, gaming, event, occasion, advantage, unique moment
in Colombia.

papayazo
It means great opportunity for something that presents itself unexpectedly and that represents great benefits.  Fortuitous
event that suits us or benefits us. 

papayera
In Colombia it is the name of a very popular musical band that performs tropical music.  Band that enlivens popular
festivals in the villages.  Very cheerful and popular music type.  Concerning papaya.

papayo
In Botany, the tree that produces papayas.  Plant that is also called papaya, papayón, bomba fruit, olocotón, mamón,
lechosa or lechoza.  Its scientific name is Carica papaya and it belongs to the Caricaceae family.  Name of locality in
Ibagué, Department of Tolima, Colombia and name of an Electric Transfer Station. 

papayón
Augmentative of Papaya.  The papaya is a plant tree native to the Caribbean.  Its scientific name is Carica papaya. 
Family Caricaceae's receives other names such as papaya, tree Melon, fruit bomb, papaya, Papayon, Papaw and
Pawpaw. In Colombia also we say Papayazo, Papayon, or Papaya to a great beneficial opportunity to our interests.
There are 22 recognized species of papayas ( Genus Carica ).

papá
It means parent, parent, taita.



papá noel
Santa Claus is incorrectly written and it should be written as Santa Claus.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Papa Noel ( 41 own name;.  It is a character legendary universal popular culture that is supposed to bring gifts and
presents to children at Christmas.  He also tells Santa Santa Claus or Saint Nicholas.

papel kraft
It is a paper subjected to brief cooking.  It is made of cellulosic paste without bleaching.  It is also called straza paper or
wood paper.  Strong and strong paper used to make packaging or packaging.

papel rayado
Paper that has lines marked to guide in writing. 

papeleo
In Colombia and colloquially, formalities are made before official entities to obtain a license or permit.  Requirements
that must be met to obtain a license.  It's process, it's process.

papeles
Paper Plural .  In Colombia identification documents or authorization certifications .  Procedures or steps that require to
obtain a document.  Documentation, identification, authorizations, licenses .  Roles of actors or actresses, in film or
theater.  Characters.

papelillo
Diminutive of paper.  Very thin paper.  In Colombia is synonymous with confetti or confetti.  In Botany is one of the
common names of the plant Paronychia argentea from the Cayophillaceae family.  It is also called Bloodroot.  Papelillo
is another name of the buganvil, flower paper, bougainvillea, entitles or Trinitarian.  Its scientific name is Bougainvillea
glabra and belongs to the family Nyctaginaceae.  There is also a tree called papelillo in Mexico, which in Colombia we
call Indian naked or mulatto.  It receives other names such as incense, copal, white, karate or archipin.  Its scientific
name is Bursera simaruba and belongs to the family Burseraceae.  Paper for rolling cigarettes.  In Colombia, papelillo,
also is a native variety of avocado.

papelito
Diminutive of paper .  In Colombia it is a variety of avocado, which is consumed a lot. 

papelón
It can be considered as paper augmentative.  In theatre it means very prominent role, a role of great relevance in a play.
 The most widespread use in Colombia is to denote an embarrassing or ridiculous fact.  Something that is still just a
fiasco, something very adverse or contrary to what was expected.   . 

papero
In farmer Colombia dedicated to the cultivation of the potato (Solanum tuberosum).  A person that much potato
consumed in your diet (which has the potato as a staple food).  In colloquial way person cundiboyacense or earth cold.

papertegia
Means paper, stationery.



papiche
Mean cumbambon, person of prominent Chin.  Jetón, jetudo, carracudo, belfo, hocicon.  It is a chilenismo.

papiones
Plural of papion .  It's one of the common names of a primate.  It can also be called baboon and sometimes the term
papyrus is used for mandrel and gelada.  The scientific name of the papyrus itself is Papio hamadryas and belongs to
the family Cercopithecidae.

papiros
Papyrus Plural .  Textile fiber obtained from aquatic plants.  Type of thin paper on which squeals are made.  Parchment. 
Paper on which the ancient Egyptians wrote.  Textile fiber obtained from the plant Cyperus papyrus of the family
Cyperaceae .

papirusa
In Argentina you mean beautiful woman, beautiful woman, beautiful.  Elegant Papirusa or simply Papirusa is the name
of a tango performed by Oswaldo Fressedo's orchestra.  It is the name of an academy of Tango and Dances of
Mendoza, Argentina.

papito
Diminutive of Dad or dad.  Colloquial way of referring to God.  Also in Colombia is Grandpa.  It is the name of an album
by Miguel Bosé.  Name of a song or child round.

papo
It is the name given in Panama to the hibiscus.  Ornamental plant of beautiful flowers, also known in Colombia as San
Joaquin, cayeno or bunch.  Its scientific name is Hibiscus rosa-sinensis.  In other countries it is known as cayeno or
Cayenne, cucarda, poppy, flower of Jamaica.  It belongs to the family Malvaceae.  Nickname of a Colombian second
called Misael "papo" Flórez.

papolas
Plural of papola .  It may refer to a plant from which opium is extracted.  Poppy.  In Genetics and Molecular Biology it is
the technical name of the alpha poly(A)polymerase, better known as the Papola Gene, present in humans. 

papoya
Name of a Colombian town in the Department of La Guajira.  In Nautical it is the name of the large pulley that is nailed to
the drums of the ratchet mast.  Cherrieste .  Name of medicinal plant of the family Papaveraceae. 

papoyas
Plural of papoya .  In Nautical, it is a large pulley of the ratchet mast.  Quindastes . 

paprica
It is a word of Hungarian origin.  Paprika, red pepper.  It is the name of a condiment, which is a powder that is obtained
by grinding dry red or red pepper. 

papricas
The paprika or paprika is a herbaceous plant of the Peruvian andes and cultivated by the incas for more than one



millennium. It is similar to the bittersweet smoked paprika. There are approximately 2300 species or varieties. Its
scientific name is Capsicum annuum and belongs to the Solaneceae family. Paprika is also a typical dish from Hungary,
the most common is the chicken paprika. Condiment.

papu
Nickname with which he meets the Argentine footballer of Atalanta de Bergamo, Alejandro Darío Gómez.  The word
means Daddy.  He has been selected several times to play with his country selection.

papuchi
It is the nickname that Julio Iglesias Puja, father of singer Julio Iglesias and grandfather was known to the Spanish
gynecologist of the also singer Enrique Iglesias. In Colombia is a term to denote much affection, usually women wear it
with their parents, boyfriends or husbands.  It is synonymous with Daddy or papi.

papucho
In Colombia it means attractive man, elegant man.  Papito , papacito , churro (in female slang). 

papujo
It means overripe and soft fruit.  It can also mean chubby or cashmere.

papusa
You mean beautiful young woman, it's a term used in Argentina and Uruguay.

paquebote
It's a word of French origin.  It is the name of a small vessel that is used to transport mail and goods. 

paquebotes
Plural of paquebote .  It was a type of English sailboat, which was used for mail and passengers. 

paqueta
In Uruguay means formal, elegant, distinguished, category or good quality.  It is a brand of clothing and footwear.  There
is also Paquetá, or Lucas Paquetá, which is the popular way as the football player Lucas Tolentino Coelho de Lima, of
Brazilian origin, but nationalized in Portugal is known.  He is a player of the Brazilian national team.

paquete
Diminutive and derogatory paca .  It means paca, lump, mess, bale, bag.  In Colombia it is also used as a synonym for
deception, falsehood.  Designation given to a footballer who is acquired for excellent quality and turns out to be a fiasco.

paquete-bomba
A method of terrorism that involves sending packages loaded with explosives that explode when opened. 

paquime
The correct term is Paquimé.  with tilde.  It is the name of an archaeological area of Mexico, which is located near
Chihuahua (town of Casa Grandes).  Name of a Mexican indigenous culture.



paquirri
It's a very familiar way to call someone named Francisco or whom we call Paco.  It's similar to saying Paquito or Pachito.
 It was the stage name of a famous Spanish bullfighter named Francisco Rivera.

paquito
It is a diminutive of Paco.  Familiar and colloquial form call Francisco.  Panchito.  In Colombia "Paquito" is the name of a
child Primer for learning to read.

para el árbol: anón
It is the common name of a tree and its fruit.  It is also known with the name of saramuyo, ates, kidney or custard.  The
scientific name is Annona squamosa and belongs to the family Annonaceae.  There is a village and a river called Anon
in Puert Rico.

para que la utilizan el ho2
Used industrially in the manufacture of bleaches.  It is the radical role, also known as radical perhidroxilo is protonated of
superoxide;  It is very unstable and corrosive.

parabienes
Expression by which another person is desired to be said or happy.  I wish good omens or congratulations.  Plácemes,
congratulations, congratulations.

paracorto
The most suitable term in Spanish is paracortos, with s at the end.  It is a term of baseball jargon and means, player in
charge of styking the bats on the short course.  They are usually located at second and third base.  They are also called
short fields or torpedoes.  In English they are called shortstops.  Its abbreviation is SS and its annotation number is 6.

parada glotal
Untimely interruption of speech due to closure of the glottis.  It may be due to severe vocal cord conditions or by
disruption of airflow in the vocal tract (which is used in some languages).  It may also be called glottal pause or glottal
occlusive.  It usually has a special symbolic representation for purposes of correct pronunciation. 

paradista
It's a word used to designate a clown who depicts burlesque scenes.  Character who participates in an artistic stop.  In
several American countries it means phony, liar, liar, agger, baladrón.  It's also the name of a song. 

parado aliñado
In Colombia they are synonymous with vain, believed, conceited, Fifi.  Adorned, Emperifollado.

paradoia
paradoia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Paradox" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is paradox. 
To say contradiction, contradictory.  It appears to be one thing and really the opposite is true.  Apparently correct
reasoning that leads to a false conclusion.

paradoja
It means contradiction.  Something that happens or presents itself contrary to expected.  Contrary to logic or natural . 



Contrasentencing, itising.

paradojicamente
The term must bear tilde (paradoxically).  You mean strangely, oppositely or unexpectedly.  It runs or presents in a
contrary to the expected way.

paradoxístico
paradoxistico is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Paroxysmal" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
paroxysmal. It is related to paroxysm. It refers to the time or stage of a disease in which the symptoms manifest
themselves with greater intensity.

paradógico
It means contradictory, controversial, ironic.  Relative to paradox or countersent. 

paragolpes
It is a little-used way of designating the bumper or bumper.  Sturdy metal part worn by cars back and forth, to cushion
shocks.

paragüería
The umbrella factory can be considered paragon or also the place where they are sold.

paragüitas
In Colombia is a generically call sombrerito fungi or mushrooms.  Diminutive of umbrella.

paraidolia
The correct term is pareidolia.  In Psychology it is a phenomenon characterized by associating recognizable images or
figures with a series of vague visual stimuli.  View images or figures. 

paraje
It means site, place, area, region, point, part, andurrial.  location, location.

paral
It means stop or hold.  Vertically located post that serves to hold or support something.  Name of each of the vertical
poles of a goal and that helps to hold the crossbar. 

paralítico
It means you can't move.  He has paralysis.  Paraplegic, invalid, crippled. 

paralogismo
It is a type of rationing that is false or wrong.  Wrong or incorrect analysis that leads to a misdiagnosis.  Reasoning badly
done.

paramento



Colombia calls facing the surface of a wall.  Also a part of the front of a building, sidewalk, or platform.  It is each one of
the faces of a constructive element.  It is a term used in architecture.

paraná
Paraná is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Parana; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is one of
the States of Brazil, capital Coritiba.  City of Argentina, capital of Entre Ríos.  The name of a South American River. In
guarani language means relative from the sea.

paranguacutirimicuaro
paranguacutirimicuaro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Parangaricutirimicuaro" being its
meaning:<br>Paranguacutirimicuaro is misspelled. The right thing is Parangaricutirimicuaro, which is the name of San
Juan ( Old ) a Mexican village, which was buried in an eruption of the volcano Parícutin in 1943.

paranóico
The correct term is paranoid, without tilde.  It means he's suffering from paranoia.  Who has mental problems.  Maniac,
crazy, demented, nutty.

parapara
Name of a traditional Japanese dance performed in groups.  Name of a game of crystal balls or marbles played in
Venezuela.  It is one of the common names for a tree in Venezuela and some parts of Colombia.  Name given to the
seeds of this same tree, also known as paraparo, soap bead tree, soap bead tree, soap nut tree, bobbins, soap, soap
maker, para-para, amole, chambimbe, jaboncilal, choloque, palo jabón, chumbimba.  Its scientific name is Sapindus
saponaria and it belongs to the family Sapindaceae. 

parapetados
It means organized or sheltered to protect against an attack.  Ready to defend yourself. 

parapolítica
Colombian political movement that supports the ultra-right and paramilitaries.  Politicians who support the paramilitaries. 
Supporters of far-right politics and paramilitary groups. 

parar a alguien los pies
stop someone is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Stop someone" being its meaning:<br>" Stop someone "
It is fall, strike a blow against the ground. Stop the legs. We sometimes jokingly say to fight the world.

parar los pies
" Stop " It is a less used form " Stop the 34 feet;. They are expressions used in Colombia to say that someone fell, which
gave a THUMP, a totazo, which slipped gave.

pararse
It is the action of get up, stand up, put's foot. Stop.

paratimia
It is a psychological disorder characterized by inappropriate emotional impact that produces or causes a particular
situation a person. Inappropriate affection. Found effect.



paratletismo
It is the sports practice of athletics performed by people with disabilities. 

paratriatleta
He is an athlete who practices triathlon, but who has some type of physical or cognitive disability.  It makes the sports of
swimming, athletics and cycling adapted. 

paraulata
In the plain colombovenezolanos is one of the common forms of call the grey mirla.  It also tells Mockingbird or
Mockingbird.  Its scientific name is Mimus gilvus and belongs to the Mimidae family.

parazona
Parazona or parazonium is the name of a sword medium, wide and blunt, carrying Greek military chiefs in the belt on the
left side.  It was a sign or symbol of power and control.  It is also the second part of the scientific name of an Australian
moth (Glyphipterix parazona), which is characterized by very long and a sword-like wings.

paràmetro
parameter is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Parameter" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
parameter. It means arbitrary constant that appears in the equation of a curve or surface. A variable which can take a
different value whenever executes a subroutine in which that variable is used. Measure established for each item in a
list. Allowed range. Scale.

pará
It is the name of a variety of grass, fodder for cattle.  Name of a State of Brazil, whose capital is Belem.  Name of a river
of Brazil, in the Amazon basin.  It is a word of Tupi origin, which means very large river, sea river.  Inflection stop,
imperative to stop. 

paráclito
According to the Bible and the Gospel of John, it is a way to call the Holy Spirit.  It is a term of Greek origin and means
that accompanies me, my colleague, who is beside me, who supports me or help.

parálisis
It means impossibility to move.  Lack of movement.  That does not flow or does not move. 

parba
parba is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Parva" being its meaning:<br>Correct term is parva.  In Colombia
and especially in Antioquia and Caldas region it means bread.  It refers to any product of bakery that is made based on
cereals and yeast.  It comes from the Hebrew word parve.

parca
It means austere, which speaks very sparingly.  Sober, moderate, simple, serious, reserved, frugal.  It's also another
way to call death.  In Greek mythology, Moira or the Roman Fatae (manipulator of fate). 

parce
It is the apocope of partner.  In Colombia it means inseparable companion, friend, cacha.  llavería, parce, partner,



intimate, great friend, Sidekick, Procuress.

parcelar
It is to divide an extensive land into smaller lots or plots.  Lot, divide, fractionate, chop, split, distribute, fragment. 

parcero
In Colombia it means inseparable companion, friend, cacha.  llavería, parce, partner, intimate, great friend, Sidekick,
Procuress.

parcha silvestre
It is also known as wild passion aiac or old-age passionary.  Its scientific name is Passiflora foetida and belongs to the
family Passifloraceae.

parchada
In Colombia patched it means with a patch.  He touched vulcamizarla, arrangement of a prick or Misure.

parchar
In Colombia it is used more reparchar.  It means placing patches, repairing by installing new sheets of material, to
recover the use of something.  It may refer to a rubber or rim, or also to the asphalt plate of a road or a street.  The
intention is to maintain impermeability or resistance. 

parche
It is a piece of plastic or glue fabric material that is used to plug holes.  Resane, patch.  In Colombia it is also a group of
friends.  It can also be called gallada or combo. 

parcial
It means that it is part of a whole.  Relating to a part .  It means fractional, fragmentary, fractional, segmental.  It also
means imperfect, truncated, incomplete, arbitrary, unjust.  In Colombia it is also used as a synonym for follower, fan,
adept, supporter, passionate, fanatic, henchman. 

parco
It means a few words.  That only the necessary speaks.  Sober, moderate, simple, frugal, short, scarce, serious,
reserved, austere, quiet, circumspect. 

pardal
It is a songbird about 15 centimeters in length.  It is also known as house sparrow or parrot.  it belongs to the family
Passaridae.  It is distributed almost all over the world and has adapted to cities and human presence.  Its scientific name
is Passer domesticus. 

pardo
It means earthy.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  Brown.  It also means mixed mixed, mixed mixed.  Name of an
Argentine locality, in the Province of Buenos Aires . 

parecióme



It is a turning point of view. I thought it was. Means I believe, I believe, I believe, appears.

pareidolia
It is a psychological phenomenon by which it is believed to see recognized figures or faces in any object.  Wrong visual
stimulus. 

parejos
Plural of even .  It means smooth, uniform, similar, similar, constant, regular, equitable.  In Dances, it is the name given
to male dancers.

paremia
That is to say, of popular philosophy.  Proverb, proverb, adage, sentence. 

parentalidad
It means that it refers to the parents, to both parents, to the parents.  They are all the qualities, skills, skills and
characteristics that parents have and use to educate their children well, to provide them with support and sustenment, in
order to achieve proper development in every way.  Parenting or training mode. 

parentesco
Bond that people who have a common ascendant have.  People who are descendants of the same trunk.  Degree of
familiarity or consanguinity. 

parentezco
The correct term is related to s and not z.  It means family bond, relationship between relatives.  Consanguinity. 

paré bolas
It means I was careful, that I paid attention, that I dedicated myself to listening to someone. 

parga
It is a surname of Spanish origin.  specifically Galician.  Name of a town in the city of Fresia, Los Lagos Region and a
river in Chile.  Name of a town and municipality in Greece, in the city of Préveza, in Epirus. 

pargel
It is another common name of a Mediterranean marine fish.  It is also called ojiplatic, breca or pagel.  Its scientific name
is Pagellus erythrinus and belongs to the family Sparidae. 

pargel ojiplatico
It is one of the common names of a marine fish of the Mediterranean.  It is also called Pandora or pagel.  Its scientific
name is Pagellus erythrinus and belongs to the family Sparidae.

pargueia
It is equal to parguela .  It means effeminate.  Man who looks like a woman and behaves as such.  Marica, homosexual,
gay.  In juvenile slang it is not used as the above definition, as they use it to say dumb, silly, asshole.  Very sonsa bird. 



parguela
Ridiculous person.  Silly, silly, asshole. 

parguelas
Plural of parguela.  It means effeminate.  A man who looks like a woman and behaves as such.  Fag, homosexual.  In
youth slang not used as the previous definition, because they use it to tell bobo, idiot, asshole.  Very goofy Ave.

paria
Lowest caste of the India.  A person who lives to wandering, homeless and without resources.  In Venezuela is a
peninsula in Sucre State.  It was also called land of grace by Cristobal Colón.

parias
Poor solemnity.  Very poor.  Plural of paria .  In the lowest caste or varna India of society.  They are also called
panchamas, harijanes or dalits.  The poorest and most discriminated against.

parichi
It is the name of a town in Belarus, located in the Gomel region, Svetlogorsk District.  It is also a surname of Hindu
origin.  In some cases, it is also used as the proper name of people. 

paridera
In Colombia, it means very strong general discomfort.  Pale.  In livestock activities is the place where cattle are kept or
the site intended for female births. 

pariguana
The pariguana, also called parina, parihuana, tococo, jututu or chururu, is the same Andean falamenco or pink flamingo.
 It is the name of a South American wading bird.  Its scientific name is Phoenicoparrus andinus and belongs to the family
Phoenicopteridae. 

parihuana
It is one of the common names of Andean flamenco.  It's also known as pariguana, huh? paruela, tococo, jututu and
chururu.  Its scientific name is Phoenicoparrus andinus and is of the family Phoenicopteridae.

parihuelas
Plural of parihuela.  It is the name of a makeshift stretcher consisting of two sticks and a fabric or canvas.  It can usually
be carried by two people.  Used to transport sick or heavy loads.  Synonymous with litter, cibiaca, height, arguenas,
caltrizas.  In Peru, parihuela is also a delicious dish which has seafood.

parina
The parina, also called pariguana, parihuana, tococo, jututu or chururu, is the same Andean falamenco or pink flamingo.
 It is the name of a South American wading bird.  Its scientific name is Phoenicoparrus andinus and belongs to the family
Phoenicopteridae. 

parisién
It is a French word (there is no tilde) and a Gallicism.  Mean Paris or Paris.  Le Parisien is the name of a French regional
newspaper and cabaret is a kind of sponge cake stuffed with sweet.



paritorio
In Colombia it means giving birth, being born, having a birth.  It also means place of births, delivery room. 

parís
Name of the capital of France, also called The City of Light.  Last name of Model, Colombian businesswoman and DJ
whose full name is Natalia París Gaviria.  Last name of Colombian pilot, father of model Natalia París. 

parkway
It means via Park.  Refines via, via with many green areas.  It is a type of road that has a separator with a green stripe
wide, refines and pedestrian paths and sports fields.

parla
It is an inflection of parlar.  It means talk, talk, talk, talk.  It is also the name of a Spanish village, which belongs to the
community of Madrid.

parlachin
chatterbox is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Talking" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is talking. 
Speaking as a parrot, that speaks a lot and incoherently.  He talks too much, that it is not silent.  Talkative, loquacious,
foul-mouthed, parlero, verbose, Parrot, carretudo.

parlanchinería
It is the characteristic of certain people to speak very easily.  Talk a lot. 


